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Abstract 
We extend the programming language PCF with a type for (total and partial) real numbers. 
By a partial real number we mean an element of a cpo of intervals, whose subspace of maximal 
elements (single-point intervals) is homeomorphic to the Euclidean real line. We show that 
partial real numbers can be considered as “continuous words”. Concatenation of continuous 
words corresponds to refinement of partial information. The usual basic operations cons, head 
and tail used to explicitly or recursively define functions on words generalize to partial real 
numbers. We use this fact to give an operational semantics to the above referred extension of 
PCF. We prove that the operational semantics is sound and complete with respect to the 
denotational semantics. A program of real number type evaluates to a head-normal form iff its 
value is different from I; if its value is different from I then it successively evaluates to 
head-normal forms giving better and better partial results converging to its value. 
1. Introduction 
There are several practical and theoretical approaches to exact real number compu- 
tation (see e.g. [7-9,18,21,24,26,30,31,37,39,40,42]). However, the author is not 
aware of any attempt o give denotational and operational semantics to an implemen- 
table programming language with a data type for exact real numbers. Most ap- 
proaches to exact real number computation are based on representation of real 
numbers in other data types, such as streams of digits or rational numbers. di 
Gianantonio [9] discusses an extension of PCF with streams and shows how to 
represent real numbers in this extension (see below). 
In this paper we extend the programming language PCF [28] with a type for real 
numbers. This type is interpreted as the cpo of intervals introduced independently by 
Moore in the 1960s [25] and by Scott in the early 1970s [32]. In fact, such an 
extension was one of the problems left open by Plotkin [28]. It is straightforward to 
give a denotational semantics to such an extension, but it is not immediate how to give 
an operational semantics to it. di Gianontonio also presents an extension of PCF with 
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a groun type interpreted as an algebraic cpo of real numbers, but he does not give an 
operational semantics to it. 
An important feature of our approach to exact real number computation is that the 
programmer does not have access to representations within the programming lan- 
guage and can think of real numbers as abstract entities in the usual mathematical 
sense. Of course, the PCF interpreter has access only to concrete representations. The 
correct interaction between the abstract level and the concrete level is usually referred 
to as the Adequacy Property (of the operational semantics with respect to the 
denotational semantics). At the denotational evel, a PCF program is just a math- 
ematical expression denoting a number or a function. The task of the programmer is 
to find a mathematical expression denoting the entity that he or she has in mind. This 
entity is usually given by unrestricted mathematical means. In this case the program- 
mer has to find an equivalent PCF expression. The Adequacy Property ensures that 
the entity denoted by the program will actually be computed by the PCF interpreter, 
and this is why the programmer is not concerned with representations. 
We refer to the elements of the cpo of intervals as “partial real numbers”. The 
domain of partial numbers is a nonalgebraic ontinuous cpo. Its subspace of maximal 
elements (single-point intervals) is homeomorphic to the Euclidean real line, so that 
real numbers are special cases of partial real numbers. Notice that no algebraic cpo 
can have this property. 
We show that partial real numbers can be considered as “continuous words”, in the 
sense that they can be given the structure of a monoid, in such a way that it has 
a submonoid isomorphic to the monoid of words over any finite alphabet. Moreover, 
as it is the case for words, the prefix preorder of the monoid of continuous words 
coincides with its information order. This coincidence is the basis for the successful 
interaction between the operational and denotational semantics of PCF extended 
with real numbers. 
Concatenation of continuous words has intuitive geometrical and computational 
interpretations. Geometrically, a concatenation of continuous words corresponds to 
a resealing of an interval followed by a translation (an affine transformation). Com- 
putationally, a concatenation of continuous words corresponds to refinement of 
partial information; in a concatenation xy the partial real number y refines the 
information given by x, by selecting a subinterval of x. 
The notion of length of words generalizes to partial real numbers. The length of 
a partial real number is an extended nonnegative real number, being infinity iff the 
partial number is maximal, and zero iff the partial number is bottom. Roughly 
speaking, the length of a partial number x considered as a partial realization on an 
unknown real number y gives the number of digits of an expansion of y that x is able 
to give correctly. The concatenation operation “add lengths”, in the sense that the 
length function is a monoid homomorphism from the monoid of partial real numbers 
to the additive monoid of nonnegative extended real numbers. 
The usual basic operations cons, head and tail used to explicitly or recursively 
define functions on words generalize to partial real numbers. Geometrically, the 
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operation cons is an affine transformation (in analytic terms, a linear map) on the unit 
interval, tail reverses the effect of cons, and head decides in which half of the real line 
its argument lies, telling us nothing in ambiguous cases. 
Concatenation of partial numbers can be infinitely iterated. This fact gives a notion 
of meaningful infinite computation. The concatenation of finite initial segments of 
infinite computations gives more and more information about the final result, in such 
a way that every piece of information about the (ideal) result is eventually produced in 
a finite amount of steps. In practice, the terms of a computation can be taken as the 
partial numbers with distinct rational end-points. 
The interpretation of partial real numbers as continuous words is related to 
a well-known approach to real number computation. Usual binary expansions are not 
appropriate representations for real number computation; for instance, multiplication 
by three is not computable if we read the expansions from left to right [42]. But binary 
expansions of numbers in the signed unit interval [ - 1, l] allowing a digit - 1 turn 
out to be effective [S, 9,17,40-421. In the domain of partial numbers contained in the 
signed unit interval, infinite concatenations of the partial numbers [ - l,O], [ -f,i] 
and [0, 11 correspond to binary expansions of numbers in the signed unit interval 
using the digits - 1, 0 and 1 respectively. 
We use the fact that partial real numbers can be considered as continuous words to 
obtain an operational semantics for the extension of PCF referred above. We prove 
that the operational semantics enjoys the following Adequacy Property: a program of 
real number type evaluates to a head-normal form iff its value is different from I; if its 
value is different from I then it successively evaluates to head-normal forms giving 
better and better partial results converging to its value. 
To be accurate, the interpretation of partial numbers as continuous words holds 
only for the domain of partial real numbers contained in the unit interval (or any 
other compact interval). The domain of partial number contained in the unit interval 
is referred to as the lazy unit interval, and the domain of all partial real numbers is 
referred to as the lazy real line. The above results are extended from the lazy unit 
interval to the lazy real line via an action of the lazy unit interval on the lazy real line. 
Organization: In Section 2 we briefly introduce the domain-theoretic and topologi- 
cal aspects of partial real numbers which are relevant to this paper. In Section 3 we 
develop the idea that “partial real numbers are continuous words”. In Section 4 we 
extend PCF with partial real numbers. In Section 4 we extend PCF with partial real 
numbers. Finally, in Section 5 we present some concluding remarks and directions for 
further work. 
2. The domain of partial real numbers 
2.1. Domains 
Our main references to Domain Theory are [3] and [16]. The widely circulated 
notes [29] are an excellent introduction, but they do not cover (nonalgebraic) 
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continuous cpos. The book [19] contains all the domain-theoretic material needed to 
understand PCF (without real numbers) as well as a detailed account to PCF. In this 
paper a (continuous Scott) domain is defined to be a bounded complete o-continuous 
cpo; notice that a Scott domain is usually defined to be a bounded complete o- 
algebraic cpo. In Section 3 we make use of elementary domain theory only, and 
therefore the reader can think of a domain just as a bounded complete cpo. But in 
Section 4 we make essential use of continuity, implicitly in the use of function spaces 
and explicitly in the proof of the Adequacy Theorem 34. 
When we refer to a dcpo as a topological space we mean its set of elements under its 
Scott topology [3,16,36]. 
2.2. The lazy real line 
We denote by W the set of nonempty compact subintervals of the real line ordered 
by x c y iff x 2 y; see Moore [25] and Scott [32]. If we add a bottom element o the 
continuous dcpo W, which can be concretely taken as the interval (- co, + co), then 
%? becomes a domain, referred to as the lazy real line. 
For the topological connections between Domain Theory and Interval Analysis 
[25] see [15]. In particular, it is shown that the Scott open sets are the Moore 
open upper sets. Since Moore restricts himself to monotone functions, the re- 
sults presented in [25] go through if we replace the Moore topology by the Scott 
topology. See also [4] for more connections between Domain Theory and Interval 
Analysis. 
Following the points of view of both Moore and Scott, we do not consider the 
elements of .GJJ as intervals. We instead consider them as generalized real numbers, in 
a similar way that complex numbers are considered as generalized real numbers, and 
we call them partial real numbers. The maximal partial real numbers (that is, the 
singleton intervals) are identified with the real numbers. This identification makes 
sense from a topological view, because the subspace of maximal elements of W is 
homeomorphic to the Euclidean real line. Nonmaximal partial real numbers can 
be considered as partial realizations of real numbers. For example, the interval 
C3.14, 3.151 can be considered as a partial realization of rc (and of several other 
numbers). Hence the designation partial real number. 
A subset of the lazy real line has a join iff it has an upper bound; when the join 
exists, it is the intersection of the subset. Every subset of the lazy real line has a meet, 
namely the least interval (most defined partial number) containing the union of the set. 
We denote the left and right end-points of a partial number x by 5 and X respect- 
ively, so that x = [&,%I. 
Two partial numbers x and y have an upper bound iff they overlap. In this case their 
join is the overlapping part; that is, x u y = [max(x, y), min(Z, y)]. Dually, we have 
that their meet is given by x n y = [min(x, y), max($ y)]. 
The way-below relation on the lazy real fine is given by x < y iff x = I, or 5 < y 
and j < X. Therefore, a basis for the lazy real line is given by the set containing I and 
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the nonmaximal partial numbers with rational (respectively dyadic) end-points. Recall 
that a dyadic number is a rational of the form m/2”. 
2.3. Order of magnitude on the lazy real line 
We define a strict order < on partial numbers (not to be confused with the strict 
version c of the information order or with the way-below order 4 ) by x < y iff 
X < y. This relation is clearly irreflexive, transitive, and asymmetric, in the sense that 
x < j together with x > y is impossible. 
We say that two elements x and y of a domain are consistent, written x N y, if they 
have a common upper bound. The consistency relation is always reflexive and 
symmetric, but not transitive, and it is preserved by monotone maps. 
The following proposition is immediate: 
Proposition 1. For all partial real numbers x and y, exactly one of the relations x -=c y, 
x * y and x > y holds. 
We define a relation < on partial numbers (not to be confused with the informa- 
tion order E) by x < y iff X < y. This relation does not enjoy any of the properties 
that an order relation should satisfy, and therefore the notation can be misleading. We 
introduce it only for notational convenience. 
2.4. The lazy unit interval 
The set 9 of all partial numbers contained in the unit interval [0, l] is a domain, 
referred to as the lazy unit interval. The bottom element of 9 is the partial number 
[0, 11. Its way-below order is given by x 4 y iff x = 0 or 5 < y, and J < x or j = 1. 
The lazy unit interval can be presented in a geometrically m&e convenient form as 
follows. The unit square [O, l] x [0, 11 under the componentwise order induced by the 
usual order < on [0, 11 is a continuous lattice, whose Lawson topology coincides 
with the Euclidean topology on the unit square; see [16] for a proof of these 
facts. If we consider the points below (equivalently, on the left of) the diagonal which 
goes from (0,l) to (l,O), that is, the points (x, y) with x + y d 1, we get a triangle, which 
we refer to as the unit triangle. The unit triangle is easily seen to be a domain. Its 
maximal elements are the points (x, y) with x + y = 1, that is, the points on the 
diagonal. 
It turns out that the unit triangle is isomorphic to the lazy unit interval. The 
isomorphisms can be taken as (x, y) t-+ [l - y, x] and [x, y] F-P (y, 1 - x). We can 
think of the unit triangle as a coordinate system for the lazy unit interval. 
We have a similar fact for the lazy real line; a coordinate system for 9 is given by the 
half-plane consisting of the points (x, y) with x + y d 0. A coordinate system for BL is 
obtained by adding a point (- co, - co> to the half-plane. 
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3. Partial real numbers considered as continuous words 
Sections 3.1-3.7 are restricted to the lazy unit interval and Section 3.8 extends the 
results of these sections to the lazy real line. 
3.1. The prejix preorder of a monoid 
Recall that a monoid is a set together with a binary associative operation 
and a neutral element for this operation. It is customary to refer to this opera- 
tion as multiplication, but in this paper it is convenient to refer to it as concat- 
enation. 
By a word over an alphabet Z we mean either a finite word in Z* or an infinite word 
in C”. We denote the set of all words by C”. Usual concatenation of words, with the 
convention that xy = x if x is infinite, makes C” into a monoid with neutral element 
the empty word E. 
In any monoid (M, . , e) we can define a preorder, called its preJix preorder, by x < z 
iff xy = z for some y. In this case x is called a preJx of z and y is called a sufJix. This 
relation is reflexive because E is right neutral, and it is transitive because the concat- 
enation operation is associative. It has e as its least element because e is left neutral. 
Monoid homomorphisms preserve the least element and the prefix preorder, by the 
very definition of monoid homomorphism. An element x is maximal iff it is Ief 
dominant, in the sense that xy = x for every y. The meet of a set, when it exists, is the 
greatest common prefix of the elements of the set. 
The prefix preorder of the monoid C” makes the set C” into a Scott domain [36]. 
In particular, the prefix preorder is a partial order; that is, it is antisymmetric. An 
element of C” is maximal iff it is an infinite word, and it is finite in the domain- 
theoretic sense iff it is a finite word. The concatenation operation seen as a function 
c”Xc”-+c” is not continuous, because it is not even monotone. But it is continu- 
ous on its second argument. This can be expressed by saying that left translations 
x H ax are continuous for all words a. 
3.2. Left translations of a monoid 
We denote a left translation x F-P ax of a monoid (M, . , e) by cons,. Left translations 
are monotone and cons,(M) = Ta, where ta = {x E Mla < x}. An element a is left 
cancelable iff the translation cons, is injective. 
If x is left cancelable and x < z, we denote the unique y such that xy = z by 
z/x, so that x(z/x) = z. The basic properties of this (partially defined) quotient 
operation are: 
x/e = x 
XIX = e 
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(Y/X) WY) = z/x 
(XY)lZ = WY 
when the quotients are defined. 
Let a be a left cancelable element of a monoid M. Then the co-restriction of cons, to 
its image is a bijection between the sets M and ?a, with inverse x H x/a. Therefore 
M is a preordered set isomorphic to the set Ta under the inherited order, because cons, 
is monotone. 
The left cancelable elements of C” are the finite words. It follows that ?a is a domain 
isomorphic to C” for every finite word a. The subsection below shows that the lazy 
unit interval has the same property for every nonmaximal partial number a, for 
a suitable concatenation operation on partial numbers. 
3.3. Concatenation of partial real numbers 
Define a binary operation (x,Y) H xy on 9 by 
xy = [(X - x)y + x,(X - x)j + x] 
That is, given X, y E 4, rescale and translate the unit interval so that it becomes x, and 
define xy to be the interval which results from applying the same resealing and 
translation to y. Then it is immediate that xy is a subinterval of x. The resealing factor 
is the diameter of X, namely X - x, and the translation constant is the left end-point of 
x. If x is maximal, then its diameter is zero, so that xy = x. In order to simplify 
notation, we let K, stand for the diameter of x and pX stand for the left end-point of x. 
This is the notation of [23] for affine transformations. Notice that x = [pX, pL, + ti,]. 
Then we can write 
XY = K,Y + Px 
Theorem 2. (9, . , I) is a monoid with the following properties: 
(i) Its prefix preorder coincides with the information order of the domain 9. 
(ii) Its left cancelable elements are the nonmaximal ones. 
(iii) Its left translations preserve all meets and all existing joins. 
Proof. Let x, y, z E 3. Then 
= Cwy + PX> &A$ + Icy) + LLI 
Hence pXy = rcxpy + pL, and rcXy = K,K~. Therefore 
(XY)Z = GyZ + PLxy = K,7cyZ + rc,y, + /Lx = IC,(KyZ + 11,) + px = x(p) 
Now, clearly xl = x, because by definition I = [0, l] is resealed and translated so 
that it becomes x. Also, Ix = x because by definition I = [0, 1] is resealed and 
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translated so that it becomes itself; hence Ix is the application of the identity to x. 
Therefore (9, *, I) is a monoid. 
(i) By construction, x E xy. If x L z and x is maximal, then xy = x = z for every y. 
The proof of item (ii) shows that if x E z and x is nonmaximal then there is a (unique) 
y such that xy = z. 
(ii) A resealing is reversible iff the resealing factor is nonzero, a translation is 
always reversible, and an element has diameter zero iff it is maximal. 
(iii) The linear maps p H ~,p + 11, are either increasing order isomorphisms be- 
tween the real line and itself (if K, > 0) or else constant maps (if K, = 0). 0 
The above proof shows that the concatenation operation on partial numbers 
“multiplies diameters”, in the sense that rcXy = K,K,,. Therefore IC,, < IC, and K_, < IC,, 
the equalities holding iff x = _L or y = 1. 
Concatenation of partial numbers has the following geometrical and computational 
interpretations. In a concatenation xy, the interval y refines the information given by 
x by selecting a subinterval of x. For example, the partial numbers [0, 11, CO,+], [i, 11, 
and [+,%I respectively select the whole interval, the first half, the second half, and the 
middle third part. Thus, concatenation of partial numbers allows for incremental 
computation on partial real numbers, also known as lazy evaluation (cf. Proposi- 
tion 4). Hence the denomination lazy unit interval. 
There is yet another geometrical interpretation of concatenation, induced by the 
isomorphism between the lazy unit interval and the unit triangle. The upper set of any 
nonmaximal element x of the unit triangle is clearly a triangle, isomorphic to the unit 
triangle via a resealing of the unit triangle followed by a translation. Thus, any 
element y can be interpreted either as an absolute address of a point in the unit 
traingle or else as a relative address of a point in the smaller triangle generated by x, 
namely the point xy, obtained by applying the same resealing and translation to y. 
We finish this subsection with the following lemma: 
Lemma 3. The buses of the lazy unit interval consisting of respectively all nonmaximal 
partial numbers and all nonmaximal partial numbers with rational end-points are 
submonoids of (9, . , I) closed under existing quotients, in the sense that ifb and c are 
basis elements with b E c then cjb is a basis element too. 
Proof. Existing quotients are given by 
Ylx = (Y - t%)/Icx =def [(y - r%)/lc.x~ (j - /&c)/Icx)I 
Therefore, if x and y have distinct (rational) end-points, so does y/x. 0 
The basis consisting of all nonmaximal partial numbers with dyadic end-points is 
a submonoid, but it is not closed under existing quotients. 
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3.4. Infinitely iterated concatenations 
Let M be a monoid with a partial prefix order and joins of nondecreasing w-chains, 
and let (x,), 2 1 be a sequence of elements of M. Then we have that 
x1 < XIX2 d ... 6 XiXZ”‘X, d ..’ 
The injinitely iterated concatenation of (x,), 3 1 is defined to be the join of these partial 
concatenations, informally denoted by x1 x2 ... x, ... . It is also convenient o use the 
informalnotationyluyZu...uynu... forthejoinofachainy,<y,d ... <y,.... 
An interval expansion of a partial real number x is a sequence of intervals (x, ),, B 1 
such that x = x1 x2 ... x, ... For example, interval expansions formed from the 
intervals 
are essentially decimal expansions. 
If we think of an infinitely iterated concatenation as a computation, the following 
proposition shows that we can compute in an incremental fashion if left translations 
are continuous: 
Proposition 4 (Infinite associativity). Let M be a monoid with infinitely iterated concat- 
enations. Then M satisJes the w-associativity law 
x1(x2 .‘. x, . ..) = x1x2 . . . x, . 
ifs left translations preserve joins of nondecreasing w-chains. 
Proof. ( * ) Assume that the o-associativity law holds, let ( y,), > 1 be a nondecreas- 
ing o-chain of elements of M, and let (x,), 2 1 be a sequence of elements of M such 
that Y,X, = Y,,+ 1. Then the join of the chain is the same as the infinitely iterated 
concatenation of the sequence (x,), 2 1 with yl added as a new first element, because 
yl x1 x2 ... x, = yn, as an inductive argument shows. Therefore 
a(y,~y~u...uy,u...)=a(y~x~x~...x,...) 
= ayIx,x,...x,... 
= auayl uaylxl u ... uaylxI . ..x.u ... 
=auayluayzu...uayzu... 
= ay,uay,u ... uay,u ... 
( e) Assume that left translations preserve joins of nondecreasing w-chains. Then 
we have that 
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=x1x2 “‘X,... q 
We denote the infinitely iterated concatenation xx ... x ... of a constant sequence 
with range x by x0. An immediate consequence of the above proposition is that xw is 
the least fixed point of cons, for any monoid with infinite concatenations. 
Now let yl < y, d ... < y, < ... be a chain of left cancelable lements. Then the 
sequence Yl,YZlY,,Y3lYZ,...,Y”+~/Y,,... has the elements of the chain as partial 
concatenations. Therefore the join of the chain is the same as the infinite concatena- 
tion of the induced sequence. 
Proposition 5. Consider the bases of 9 consisting of respectively all nonmaximal partial 
numbers and all nonmaximal partial numbers with rational end-points. Then there is 
a bijection between o-chains of basis elements and sequences of basis elements, taking 
any chain to a sequence whose injnitely iterated concatenation is the join of the chain. 
Therefore we can replace w-chains of basis elements by (arbitrary) sequences of 
basis elements and work with concatenations instead of joins. 
For monoids with infinitely iterated concatenations, it is natural to ask homomor- 
phisms to preserve them. 
Proposition 6. A monoid homomorphism preserves infinitely iterated concatenations iff 
it preserves joins of increasing o-chains. 
Proof. Let h: L -+ M be a monoid homomorphism between monoids L and M. 
(*) Let (ynLrl be a nondecreasing o-chain of elements of L having a join and 
let 6, jn a I be a sequence of elements of L such that y,x, = y,+ r. Then we have that 
h(y, u ... LJ y, u . ..) 
= h(y,xI “.x, . ..) 
= h(y,)h(x,) ... h(x,) ... 
= h(y,)uh(y,)h(x,)u ... uh(y,)h(x,)...h(x,)u ... 
= h(yl)u ... u h(y,)u ... 
because h(y,)h(x,) = h(y,+ 1). 
(*) Let Cxi)i>l be a sequence of elements of L having an infinitely iterated 
concatenation. Then we have that 
h(xlx2...x,...)= h(xIuxlx2u ~~~ux1x2~~~x,,u . ..) 
= h(x,)uh(x,x,)u ... uh(xlx2...x,)u ... 
= h(x,) u h(xI)h(x2) u ... u h(x,)h(x,) ... h(x,) u ... 
= h(xI)h(x2) ... h(x,) ... i-J 
3.5. Continuous words 
Concatenation of partial numbers in the lazy unit interval generalizes concatena- 
tion of words over any finite alphabet, in the following sense: 
Proposition 7. For every j&e n-letter alphabet .X, the monoid Z” is isomorphic to 
a S~brnO~O~d qfeF. moreover, the ~~~d~ced ernbed~~~~~~ OfC”’ into .$ is a ~~u~t~~~o~s ~~i~~i~~d 
homomorphism. 
Proof. Without essential loss of generality, we prove the claim for the two-letter case 
E = (0,2). Let C be the submonoid of 4 finitely generated by the partial numbers 
[O, l/3] and [2/3,1]. Then C clearly contains the partial numbers corresponding to the 
intervals successively produced in the construction of the Cantor set. Hence the joins 
of strictly increasing w-chains of elements of C are the elements of the Cantor set, But 
these joins are the infinitely iterated concatenations of the generators. The set % of 
finite and infinite concatenations of the generators is also a submonoid of #, which 
can be considered as the monoid of partial Cantor numbers. It is easy to see that 
(0 2)” is isomorphic to V’. We know that {O, 2)* is the free monoid over (0,2f. Hence 
thkre is a unique monoid homomorphism h: {0,2}* + %? such that h(O) = [0,1/3] and 
h(2) = [2/3,1]. But h has a unique continuous extension to (0,2)“, because monoid 
homomorphisms are monotone and (0,2)* consists of the finite elements (in the 
domain-theoretic sense) of (0,2)“. The resulting extension is a monoid homomor- 
phism. Since it takes an infinite word x to the element of the Cantor set whose ternary 
expansion is x, it follows that h is a bijection, and therefore a monoid isomor- 
phism. [? 
Therefore, the elements of the lazy unit interval can be considered as “continuous 
words”. For any word x E Z” let length (x) E [O, cc] denote the length of x defined in 
the usual way. For any continuous word x E .9 and any real number b > 1 we define 
lengthb(x) E [0, oc] to be -log,(K,). Thus, length,(x) = ccj iff x is maximal, and 
length,(x) = 0 ifI x is bottom. 
If a continuous word x is a partial realization of an unknown rea1 number y, then 
length,(x) is the number of correct digits of an expansion to base b of y that x allows us 
to know. For example, if we consider x = [0.143,0.145] as a partial realization of an 
unknown real number y then lengthen is roughly 2.7, meaning that x allows us to 
know two decimal digits of y. 
Proposition 8. Consider [O, CXZI] us a monoid under ~dd~t~o~ and as a domain under its 
prqfix preorder (which coincides with its ~latural order). 
(i) For ezlevy real number b > 1, length,,: 4 + [0, a] is a continuous monoid 
homomorphism. 
(ii) Let h be the embedding of the r~o~o~d ofwords over update n-letter ~~~ph~bet into 
9 defked in Proposition 7. Then length = length,. 1 c h. 
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Proof. Routine verification. The first part follows from the fact that the concatenation 
operation mulitiplies diameters and that logarithms take multiplication to addi- 
tion !J 
Corollary 9. The infinitely iterated concatenation of a sequence of continuous words is 
maximal iff the sum of the lengths of the continuous words is co. 
Proof. The length function is a continuous monoid homomorphism and a partial 
number has infinite length iff it is maximal. 0 
The following proposition allows us to prove some properties of real number 
programs. We say that a map f: X + 9 is guarded if there is a real number 6 > 0 such 
that length( f (x)) > length(x) + 6, called a guarding constant for t Clearly, left transla- 
tions cons, with a # I are guarded, with guarding constant length(a). 
Proposition 10. Any continuous guarded map f: 9 -+ 9 has a maximal partial number 
as its unique Jixed point. 
Proof. Since length( f “( I)) > n6 for every n and length is a continuous homomor- 
phism, length( u,, f “( I)) 2 sup,, n6 = co. This means that the least fixed point off is 
maximal. Therefore it is the unique fixed point of J lJ 
3.6. Heads and tails of continuous words 
We begin by considering the head and tail maps on words over the alphabet 
c = (0, l}. 
Let G range over C, and define maps tail : Z” --) C” and head: C” -+ C,: 
tail(s) = E 
tail(ox) = x 
head(e) = I 
head = e 
These maps are continuous, and we have that 
tail(cons,(x)) = x 
head(cons,(x)) = 0 
Recall that a pair of continuous maps s: D + E and r: E + D between dcpos D and 
E with the property that 
ros=id 
is called a section-retraction pair [3]. In this case s preserves all existing meets and 
joins, and s 0 r is an idempotent. 
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By definition, tail is a retraction and cons, is a section. Recall also that if in addition 
the induced idempotent has 
sorEid 
then the pair of maps s and Y is said to be an embedding-projection pair. The pair of 
maps tail and cons, is not an embedding-projection pair because for example 
cons,(tail(s)) = 0 $ E = id(s) 
Now define a continuous equality map (x, y) H (x =l y): Cl x Cl + (tt, ff}, by 
tt if x,yEC and x=y 
_L if I_ E {x,y} 
ff if x,yeC and x#y 
and a continuous conditional map 
(p,x,y) H (if p then x else y): {tt,ff}, x C” x C” -+ C” 
by 
1 
x if p = tt 
if p then x else y = E ifp=l_ 
y ifp=ff 
Then we have that 
x = if head(x) =10 then conso(tail(x)) else cons,(tail(x)) (1) 
Manipulations of this equation lead to usual explicit and recursive definitions of 
several functions. For example, it follows from (1) that the identity function satisfies 
the equation 
id(x) = if head(x) =I 0 then consO(id(tail(x))) else consl(id(tail(x))) 
In fact, the identity function is the unique continuous map which satisfies the 
functional equation 
f(x) = if heat(x) =10 then consO(f(tail(x))) else cons,(f(tail(x))) 
The function that switches the roles of the letters 0 and 1 can be given by the recursive 
definition 
g(x) = if heat(x) =I 0 then consi (g(tail(x))) else cons,(g(tail(x))) 
In this subsection we look for a generalization of this theme for partial numbers. 
The first problem to be overcome is that continuous words have nonintegral engths 
and in particular nonzero lengths < 1. Moreover, a continous word of length > 1 has 
infinitely many prefixes of length 1. Since the head map on words extract a prefix of 
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length 1, it is not immediately clear what the head map on continuous words should 
be for words of length < 1. 
Under the embedding of C” into 9 defined in Proposition 7, if we put 
1= [0,1/3] and r = [2/3, l] 
then Eq. (1) becomes 
x = if x elf then consr(x/l) else cons,(x/r) (1’) 
where the conditional map is defined in the same way for partial numbers and the 
continuous comparison map (x, y) +-+ (x xIy): Y x Y + {tt,ff}L is defined by 
I 
tt if x < y 
(xCIy)= I ifx=y 
ff ifx>y 
Remark 11. If we had x cl x = ff then this map would not be continuous. 
Then we need a continuous map tail, : 9 -+ 9, for any left cancelable partial number 
a, with the property that 
tail,(x) = x/a for every x with x E a, 
that is, with the property that tail, is a left inverse of cons,. A naive attempt o obtain 
such a map would be to put tail,(x) = I if x$ a. But then tail, would not be 
continuous. 
Lemma 12. Let a E 9 be a nonmaximal element, let tail, : 9 + 9 be any continuous left 
inverse of cons,, and let fa be the induced idempotent. Then for every x E 4, 
(9 a E LA4 
(ii) f=(x) =x ifSaEx 
(iii) tail,(x) = f=(x)/a 
Proof. (1) a C cons,(tail,(x)) =h(x). 
(2) ( 3) Immdiate consequence of (1) above. ( S= ) If a c x then x = 0(x/a) and 
fa(x) = cons,(tail,(a(x/a))) = cons,(x/a) = x. 
(3) tail,(x) = cons,(tail,(x))/a =f,(x)/a. 0 
Thus, in order to obtain a continuous left inverse of cons, we first look for 
a continuous map f. enjoying properties (1) and (2) above. Assume that x N a. Then 
fa(x) E fo(x LJ a) = x u a, because x c x u a. Since a E x u a, by (1) and (2) it is natural 
to let fa(x) be x u a. Then fn(x) can be thought of as the truncation of x to a, because 
x u a is the greatest subinterval of x contained in a. 
Lemma 13. Let a be an element of 9. If join, : 9 --+ 4 is n monotone map such that 
join,(x) = x u a Jrbr all x 1: a 
then join,(x) = ~1 fur a/l x < a and join,(x) = ti for all x > a. 
Proof. Here we write a to mean [a, 111, of course. Assume that )I c a. This means that 
.% < a. Then [x, a] cr x. Hence a = join,( [ZC, ~1) E join,(x). Therefore a = join,(x), 
because a is maximal. The other case is similar. 0 
Lemma 14. For all nonmaximai a E .iz define maps join,, tail, : 3 --+ .P; by 
tail,(x) = join,(x)/a 
Then join, and tail, are conrin~~us. 
Proof. 
join,(x) = ma?+, min(x, a)) =&f [max(@, min(& a)), max($ min($ a))] 
Hence 
tail,(x) = max(g, min(x,a))/a = (max(u, min(x, a)) - ~J/K~ 
= max(O,min((x - ,u,)/K~, 1)) 
Since join, and tail, are the pointwise extensions of the nondecreasing continuous 
maps 
r H max(a, min(r, a)): [0, l] -+ [0, 11 
F ++ max(O, min((r - pa)/lc4, 1)) : [ 0, l] --f [0, l] 
respectively, it follows that they are continuous (see [25]). q 
Proposition 15. For all l~onma~~rnal a E 9, the maps cons, and tail, form a section- 
retraction pair, with join, as the induced ~demp~tent. 
Proof. Immediate consequences of Lemmas 12 and 14. 0 
Notice that the definition of join, makes sense even for maximal partial numbers a; 
in this case join, is a constant map with range a. If we define x D y = join&), then 
(9, n, l. ) is a monoid whose prefix preorder coincides with the information order on 
6. Of course, this monoid is not isomorphic to the monoid (9, -, i). This shows that 
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there are several essentially different ways of making 9 into a monoid inducing the 
information order of 9. 
The second problem to be overcome is that Eq. (1’) is true only for a restricted set of 
partial numbers x. This problem is partially solved by replacing 1 and r by 
L = CO,+] and R = [$, 11 
respectively. By replacing the (sequential) conditional by the parallel one, namely 
(p,x,y)t-+(pifp thenxelseY):{tt,ff},x9x~-+~defined by 
i 
X if p = tt 
pif p then x else Y = x n y if p = 1 
Y ifp=ff 
(cf. [28] and Section 4.5), the problem is completely solved. Recall that the meet x n y 
is the greatest common prefix of the continuous words x and y. 
Finally, for each r E CO, l] define head,. : $ --) {tt, ff}l by 
head,.(x) = (x <I r) 
Theorem 16. For any partial number x E X, 
x = pif headt(x) then cons,(taill(x)) else cons,(tailR(x)) (1”) 
Proof. By virtue of Proposition 15, it suffices to check the crucial case x N 3. Eq. (1”) 
is true in this case because 
join,(x) = Csdl, join,(x) = [3,X] 
and therefore join,(x) n join,(x) = x. 0 
Of course, there is nothing special about the number 4 and the partial numbers 
CO,;] and [*, 11; the above theorem works for any binary partition of the unit interval, 
and can be extended to any finite n-ary partition with n 2 2. 
The idea behind the above theorem is strongly related to the ideas presented in 
[14]; see Examples 18,19 and 25. See also Smyth’s constructions of the unit interval as 
inverse limits of finite topological structures [33]. 
Example 17 (Path composition). The parallel conditional can be used to overcome 
the fact that x cIx is I instead of ff. 
Let E be any domain, and let A g : 9 + E be continuous maps. Then f and g are 
(generalized) paths in the domain E. (The restrictions of f and g to the singleton 
intervals are paths in the usual sense [20].) If f(1) = g(0) the paths are said to be 
composable. Now define a continuous map h : 9 + E by 
h(x) = pif x -c~+ then f(2x) else g(2x - 1) 
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If the paths are composable, then h is a (generalized) composite path. Let us check the 
crucial case x = +: 
h(4) = pif f cIf then f(2$) else g(25 - 1) 
= pif I then f(1) else g(0) 
=f(l) ns(0) =f(l) = g(0) 
Notice that the sequential conditional would produce _L instead of f( 1) n g(O), and 
therefore h would be undefined at i. 
If fand g are not composable, then h is a generalized composite path with a jump at 
4, namely f( 1) n g(0). For instance, if E = 3 and fand g are constant maps with range 
0 and 1, then h can be thought as a switch which turns on at time f. In this case, the 
switch is in the transition state [0, l] = On 1 at time f. Notice that even in this case 
h is Scott continuous, because it is a composition of continuous maps. 
The following recursive definitions generalize the recursive definition for real 
numbers presented in [14] to partial real numbers. 
Example 18 (Complement). We now derive a recursive definition of the extension of 
the complement map Y G 1 - r on [0, l] to 4 given by 
1 - x = [1 - x, 1 - x] 
Of course, for maximal partial numbers, this indeed coincides with the original map, 
up to the identification of real numbers and maximal partial numbers. 
We begin with the following observation: 
(i) If x G L then 1 - x c R. 
(ii) If x G R then 1 - x G L. 
This leads one to write down the following set of incomplete equations: 
1 - consr,(x) = 1 - cons,( ...) 
1 - consR(x) = 1 - cons,( . ..) 
If we can fill gaps with expressions depending on 1 - x then we are almost done. 
Routine algebra shows that the gaps can be filled in an essentially unique way: 
1 - consL(x) = 1 - cons,(l - x) 
1 - consR(x) = 1 - cons,(l - x) 
Now we reduce these two equations to a single equation, by means of the primitive 
operations that we have introduced: 
1 - x = pif head+(x) then cons,(l - tail,(x)) else consl(l - tail,(x)) 
This can be considered as a recursive definition of complement, because if we 
eliminate recursion by means of the least fixed point operator then it is possible to 
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prove by fixed point induction [3] that complement is the least (in fact, the unique) 
fixed point of the induced functional. We use fixed point induction in conjunction with 
an induction principle for partial real numbers generalizing the one introduced in [14]. 
It is illustrative to unfold 1 - [a, b] for [a, b] E 9 with l/2 E [a, b]: 
1 - [a,b] = pif I then consR(l - [2u, 11) else consJ1 - [0,2b - 11) 
= cons,( [0, 1 - 2~1) n cons,( [2 - 2b, 11) 
= [&,l - u]n[l -b,&] = [l -b, 1 - a] 
Notice that the above recursive definition resembles a recursive definition with 
respect to binary representation, with L and R corresponding to the digits 0 and 1 
respectively. 
Example 19 (Average). We now derive a recursive definition of the extension of the 
average operation 
r+s r@s=- 
2 
given by 
xoy=cxoy,-foYl 
The derivation follows the same pattern as the derivation of the recursive definition of 
complement given in the above example. 
Initial observation: 
(i) Ifx,y-cLthenx+yGL. 
(ii) IfxGLandyGRthenx+y&C. 
(iii) Ifx,ycRthenx+ycR. 
where C = [l/4,3/4]. 
Incomplete equations: 
consL(x) 0 cons,(y) = cons,( ...) 
consL(x) 0 cons,(y) = cons,( ...) 
con+(x) 0 cons,(y) = cons,( ...) 
cons,(x) 0 cons,(y) = cons,( ...) 
Gaps Jilled: 
consL(x) 0 cons,(y) = cons& 0 y) 
cons&) @ consR(y) = cons& 0 y) 
consR(x) 0 cons,(y) = con+(x 0 y) 
consR(x) 0 cons,(y) = con+(x 0 y) 
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Reduction to a single equation: 
x @ y = pif head+(x) then pif heady(y) then consL(tailL(x) 0 tail,(y)) 
else consc(tailL(x) 0 tail,(y)) 
else pif head+(y) then consc(tailR(x) 0 tail,(y)) 
else cons,(tail,(x) @ tail,(y)) 
In practice it may be convenient o use the more familiar notations 
x < f, x/2, x/2 + l/4, x/2 + 5, min(2x, l), and max(0,2x - 1) 
instead of 
headt(x), consL(x), cons&x), consR(x), tail,(x), and tail,(x) 
respectively, and even write 2x and 2x - 1 for the last two cases by an abuse of 
notation. With this notation the above recursive definition becomes 
x @ y = pif x < 3 then pif y < f then (2x @ 2y)/2 
else (2x @ (2y - 1))/2 + l/4 
else pif y < 4 then ((2x - 1) @ 2y)/2 + l/4 
else ((2x - 1) @ (23’ - 1))/2 + + 
Example 20 (Multiplication). We now derive a recursive definition of multiplication, 
which is extended in the same way as average. During this example juxtaposition 
means multiplication instead of concatenation. Again, the derivation follows the same 
pattern. 
Initial observation: 
(i) If x,y E L then xy G [0,1/4]. 
(ii) If x z L and y E R then xy G [0,1/2]. 
(iii) If x, y E R then xy E [l/4,1]. 
Incomplete equations: 
consL(x) x cons,(y) = consto, 1,41( . ..) 
consL(x) x cons,(y) = consto,l,zl( ...) 
consR(x) x cons,(y) = consto,1,21( ...) 
consR(x) x cons,(y) = consl114,11( ...)
Gaps filled with expressions depending on x, y and xy: 
co&x) x cons&) = cons[o, 1141(x~) 
consL(x) x cons,(y) = consto, 1,21 
x + xy ( > 2 
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consR(x) x cons,(y) = conslo, 1,2l XY + Y ( ) 
consR(x) x cons,(y) = consLl14, 1l
(x:xy+yj 
3 
Now we have to find a recursive definition of ternary average. In this case there are 
eight cases to consider, but since the operation is permutative (permutativity is the 
generalization of commutativity to n-ary operations), there are really only four 
cases to consider. We omit the routine derivation and the reduction to a single 
equation. 
3.7. Computation rules for continuous words 
The following lemma shows how to reduce expressions e denoting nonbottom 
partial numbers to expressions of the form cons,(e’) with a # I. Such an expression is 
called a head-normalform. The idea is that if an expression e has a head-normal form 
cons,(e’) then we know that its value is contained in a. Thus, a head-normal form is 
a partially evaluated expression. A better partial evaluation of e is obtained by 
partially evaluating e’, obtaining a head-normal form consb(e”), and applying rule (i) 
below to cons,(consb(e”)) in order to obtain the more informative head-normal form 
cons&e”) of e, and so on. 
Lemma 21. For all nonmaximal a, b E 9 and all x E 9, 
,!!; 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(4 
cons,(consb(x)) = consJx) 
tail,(con+,(x)) = L” ifb 6 a 
tail,(cons,(x)) = R” ifb 3 a 
tail,(consr,(x)) = consbla(x) if a r b 
tail,(consb(x)) = cons(,,b)io(tail@,b)lb(x)) if a = b 
head,(cons,(x)) = tt if a < Y 
head,(cons,(x)) = ff if a > Y 
pif tt then x else y = x 
pif ff then x else y = y 
pif p then cons,(x) else cons,(y) 
= cons,&pif p then consa,co,bJ(x) 
then COnSb/(nnb)(y)) 
Proof. (i) This is the associativity law expressed in terms of left translations. 
(ii) If b < a then tail,(bx) = 0 = CO,;]“. (iii) Similar. 
(iv) Equivalent to the fact that (bx)/a = (b/a)x. 
(v) For all c N x, 
consb(join,(x)) = consb(c u x) = consb(c) u consb(x) = joinb,(consb(x)), 
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because left translations preserve existing joins. Hence 
tail,(consb(x)) = join,(consb(x))/a = join,,,(cons,(x))/a 
= join,((,,b)lb)(consI,(X))la = consh(join,,,,,:,(x))la 
= consb(cons,,,,,:,(tail@,btih(x)))lLI 
= cons,,,(tail(,,b,ib(~))/a = cons(,,,,:,(tail,,,,:,(.~)) 
The second step follows from the fact that join,(y) = join,,,(y) if u II b and b r= y. The 
last step follows from the fact that (cy)/n = (c/a)y. 
(vi-ix) Immediate. (x) It suffices to show that 
cons,(x)n consh(y) = cons,,b(cons ai@,&) n con%@, b)(Y)) 
Since left translations preserve meets and a = c(a/c) for all c, the result follows by 
taking c = an b. [? 
3.8. The lazy unit interval acting on the lazy real line 
In this subsection we extend the results of the previous subsections from the lazy 
unit interval to the lazy real line. 
The concatenation operation 
x4’ = K,y + p, 
originally defined for x and y in the lazy unit interval makes sense for x and y ranging 
over the lazy real line. With this extension, W becomes a monoid too. But its prefix 
preorder does not coincide with its information order, and it is due to this reason that 
we initially restricted ourselves to the lazy unit interval. In fact, if y = ax this does not 
mean that y is contained in a. However, if we know that x is in the lazy unit interval 
then y = ax does imply that y is contained in a, even if y is not in the lazy unit interval. 
This is the content of the following theorem. 
Theorem 22. The map (x, y) H xy : $2 x 9 + 2 is a (right) action of the monoid 
(9, ., I) on the monoid (2, . , [0, l]), inducing the information order of 9: 
(i) Fur all x E 92 and ull y,z E -0, xl = x and (xy)z = x(yz). 
(ii) Foraffx,z~.%,~~zi~xy=zf or some y E 3, such a y being lin~q~e @x is 
nonmuxima~. 
Moreover, for all a E 9, the map ricons,: 4 -+ &!L defined by ricons,(x) = us 
preserves all meets and all existing joins. 
Given x,z E B with x c z and x nonmaximal, denote the unique y E 9 such that 
xy = z by z/x. 
For each nonmaximal a E 92, define a strict continuous map irtail,: B1 -+ .% 
and a continuous nonstrict map rrjoin,: BL + glr by extending Lemma 14 in the 
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obvious way, so that 
irtail,(x) = x/a if x L a 
Finally, for each nonmaximal a E g define a strict continuous map 
rrcons, : 92,. + &?L by 
rrcons,(x) = ux 
Proposition 23. For all nonmaximal a E W, the maps ricons, and irtail, form a sec- 
tion-retraction pair, with rrjoin, as the induced idempotent. 
Thus, d is a retract of BL, in many ways. In particular, 
(i) ricon+,, I1 : 4 -+ 8,. is the inclusion, 
(ii) irtailt,, I1 : &fL + 9 is a “truncated projection”, and 
(iii) rrjoint,, rl : .t?dL + L&t1 is the co-extension of the truncated projection. 
Example 24 (Addition). We obtain a recursive definition of addition in a, by reduc- 
ing addition to the average operation on 9 defined in Example 19. First notice that 
x+y=pifx<Ovy<Othen2 
else pif x > 1 A y > 1 then 2 
where v is “parallel or” [28]. Hence 
else pif x > 1 v y > 1 then 2 
else 2 out(in(x) 0 in(y)) 
. I 
where m = irtai&,, 1l : 92, --, 4 and out = riconstO, rl : 9 -+ ~32~. 
The operation out is of fundamental importance in this recursive definition; it is this 
operation that makes the above recursive definition “get off the ground”. More 
formally, this is a nonstrict operation, and some nonstrict operation is need if the fixed 
point operator (used to solve the above equation) is to produce a nonbottom solution. 
If we want to avoid using intermediate maps on the unit interval in recursive 
definitions of maps on the real line, we can use the nonstrict operation rrjoin to get off 
the ground. See the example below. 
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Multiplication on 93, can be obtained in a similar way from multiplication 
on 9. 
Example 25 (Logarithm). The following recursive definition of the logarithm func- 
tion log,, with b > 1, is based on [14]. We first reduce the calculation of log,(x) for 
x arbitrary to a calculation of log,(x) for x c [l, b], so that log,(x) E [0, 11, and then 
recursively consider the cases x = fi and x = @. Notice that such x’ and x” are 
again contained in [l, b], and that both cases hold iff x = fi iff x2 = b. Also, the 
reduction process diverges if x contains nonpositive numbers. 
log,(x) = pif x > b then log,(x/b) + 1 
else pif x < 1 then log,(bx) - 1 
else rrjoinI,,rl lWb(X2) pif r2 < b then ___ 
2 
else logdx2/b) + 1 
2 > 
Recall that rrjoint,, II(x) = max(O, min(x, 1)). The application of the map rrjoin there- 
fore seems redundant, because the tests preceding the recursive call of the logarithm 
function in the argument of rrjoin would ensure that the result is contained in [0, 11. 
But the logarithm function is what the recursive definition is defining and therefore it 
has to ensure that this is indeed the case. As explained in Example 24, such a map is 
needed to “get off the ground”. 
The head-normal forms for &?‘I are taken as the expressions of the form ricons,(e). 
Lemma 26. For all nonmaximal a E 9 and b E 9, and all x E 3, 
6) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
(a) rrcons,(rrconsb(x)) = rrcons,b(x) 
(b) rrcons,(riconsb(x)) = riconsab(x) 
(c) ricons,(cons,(x)) = riconsab(x) 
irtail,(ricorq,(x)) = L” if b < a 
irtail,(riconsb(x)) = R” if b > a 
irtail,(ricons,(x)) = consbla(x) if a L b 
irtail,(ricons,,(x)) = cons(,,b)ia(tail,,b),b(x)) y a = b 
rhead,(ricons,(x)) = tt if a < r 
rhead,(ricons,(x)) = ff if a > r 
pif tt then x else y = x 
pif ff then x else y = y 
pif p then ricons,(x) else riconsb(y) 
= ricons,,b(pif Q then ricons,,Co,b)(~) 
then riconsb,(anb)(y)) 
where the parallel conditional, the comparison map, and the head map for WI are dejined 
in the same way as for 3. Notice that the above lemma in Lemma 21 with “r” and “i” 
inserted in appropriate places. 
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4. PCF extended with real numbers 
We introduce two successive xtensions of PCF, first with a type for the lazy unit 
interval (Section 4.2) and then with a further type for the lazy real line (Section 4.3). We 
also discuss the issues of canonical evaluation and of deterministic evaluation of PCF 
programs containing parallel features (Sections 4.4. and 4.5 respectively). 
For the reader’s convenience we introduce the basic notions of PCF needed in this 
paper (Section 4.1). See [19] for an excellent extbook account to PCF. 
4.1. The programming language PCF 
This section is based on [28], with minor adaptations and simplifications conve- 
nient to our needs, and can be safely skipped and used as a reference. 
Given a collection of symbols called ground types, the set of types is the least set 
containing the ground types and containing the formal expression (a + z) whenever it 
contains CT and r. The greek letters ci and z range over types. We let (of, . . . , CT,, z) stand 
for (a1 3 (az 3 . ..(a. -+ Z) ..s)). 
Given a collection $P of formal constants, each having a fixed type, and a family of 
formal variables (a~~ (i 2 0) for each type 0, the Y-terms are given by the following 
inductive rules: 
(i) Every variable a4 is an s-term of type g. 
(ii) Every constant of type CJ is an Z-term of type 0’. 
(iii) If M and N are Y-terms of types (g + z) and o respectively then (MN) is an 
Y-term of type T. 
(iv) If M is an Z-term of type z then (LapM) is an Z-term of type Q + 2. 
When 2 is understood from the context it need not be used as a prefix. The letters 
L, M, and N range over terms. The letter c ranges over constants. We denote the fact 
that a term M has type CT by M : CT. Notice that every term has a unique type. Terms of 
the form (MN) are called combinations. Terms of the form (AaM) are called abstrac- 
tions. Parentheses around combinations and abstractions are sometimes omitted with 
the convention that juxtaposition associates to the left. We also omit parentheses in 
type expressions with the convention that -+ associates to the right. 
The set of free variables of a term M is FV(M), inductively defined by 
(i) FV(ap) = (LX:> 
(ii) FV(c) = 8 
(iii) FV(MN) = FV(M) u FV(N) 
(iv) FV(AaPM) = FV(M) - (c$> 
A term M is closed if FV(M) = 8 and open otherwise. Program are closed terms of 
ground type. The idea is that the ground types are the data types and programs produce 
data, via the operational semantics. The remaining terms are significant as subprograms. 
[N/tl]M is the result of replacing all free occurrences of the variable a in M by N, 
making the appropriate changes in the bound variables of M so that no free variables 
of N become bound. 
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4.1.1. The languages 6PpA, ZpA and TpA+3 
The ground types forahe language 9’ nA are N and T, and its constants are 
tt:T ff:T 
if,:(T, CJ, B, g) for g ground 
Y,:(a+a)+a for each CJ 
k, : N for each natural number n 
(+l):N+N, (--l):N-+N, (=O):N+T 
The language 6ppA is the language dip,, extended by the constants 
pif, : (T, U,G, 0) for IT ground 
The language LZ,,~+~ is the language _!ZPA extended with the constant 
3:(N-+T)+T 
4.1.2. ~~~atati~nal semantics 
A col~ecfiun ~f~5rnains for PCF is a family {D,), of domains, one for each type TV, 
suchthat D,_+,=[D, -+ D,]. It is standard if DT is the flat domain of truth values and 
DN is the flat domain of natural numbers. 
An interpretation of a language 9 is a collection (DII>, of domains for PCF together 
with a mapping 
which is type-respecting in the sense that if c: cr then ~,?i[cJ E D,. 
An interpretation is stu~durd if it interprets the constants tt, ff, if,,, Y,, k,, (+ l), 
(- l), (=O), pif, and 3 respectively as tt, ff, the sequential conditional, the fixed point 
operator, the natural number n, the successor function, the predecessor function, the 
test for zero, the parallel conditional and the continuous existential quantifier (whose 
definition is deliberately omitted). 
An interpretation ( {D6}LT, &‘) induces a denotational semantics d for 3. 
First, the set Env of environments is the set of type-respecting functions from the set 
of variables to lJg{Db>. It is ranged over by p. If a:o and x E D, then p[x/a] is the 
environment which maps c1 to x and any other variable ct’ to p(or’). The undefined 
_L maps each variable of type CT to the bottom element of the domain D,. 
The denotational semantics 
M H (P +-+d[Mj(p)):Terms + Env -+ u {Do} 
0 
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Informally: 
(i) A variable denotes what the environment assigns to it. 
(ii) A constant denotes what the interpretation assigns to it. 
(iii) If a term M denotes the function f: D + E and a term N denotes the value 
x E D then the combination MN denotes the value f(x) E E. 
(iv) If a term M denotes the value y, E E in an environment which assigns the value 
x E D to the variable cx, then the abstraction AaM denotes the function f: D + E 
defined by f(x) = y,. 
If M is closed then its denotation does not depend on the environment, in the sense 
that x?[Mj(p) = ~~?[rMl(p’) for all p and p’. 
In order to simplify notation, we let [Ml stand for the denotation JZ?[M~(I) of 
a closed term M with respect o an implicit semantics 2. Also, for any term M, we let 
[Ml(P) stand for J[Mj(p). 
4.1.3. Operational semantics 
The operational semantics of 5? nA is given by an immediate reduction relation, 
defined by the following rules: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(AaM) N + [N/a] M 
YM -+ M(YM) 
(+W,+k,+,, (-l)k,+, -+k, 
M-M’ N+N’ 
MN-+M’N’ MN+MN’ 
if M is if, (+l), (-1) or (=0) 
We omit the reduction rules of the languages 5? PA and _YpA +3. The reduction relation 
preserves types, in the sense that if M + M’ and M has type CJ, so does M’. 
Evaluation is given by a partial function Eva1 from programs to constants, defined 
by 
Eval(M) = c iff M +* c 
It is well-defined because if M -+* c and M -+* c’ then c = c’. 
The following theorem is often referred to as the Adequacy Property of PCF. It 
asserts that the operational and denotational semantics coincide. 
Theorem 27 (Plotkin [28], Theorem 3.1). For any LZDA program M and constant c, 
Eval(M) = c ifs[Mj = [[cl. 
Proof. Lemma 29 below. 0 
The following definitions are introduced to formulate and prove Lemma 29. 
The predicates Comp, are defined by induction on types by: 
(i) If M: CT is a program then M has property Comp, iff [Ml = [cl implies 
EvaI = c. 
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(ii) If M: CT --t T is a closed term it has property Camp,,, iff whenever N: CJ is 
a closed term with property Comp, then MN is a term with property Comp,. 
(iii) If M: CT is an open term with free variables til : CJ~, .. . , a, : gn then it has property 
Comp, iff [N1/rxl] ... [N&J M has property Comp, whenever N1, , N,, are closed 
terms having properties Comp,l, . . . , Comp,ti respectively. 
A term of type 0 is computable if it has property Comp,. 
If M: u + z and N: r~ are closed computable terms, so is MN and also a term 
M:(ol, . . . ,cJ,,, o) is computable iff @N, ... N, is computable whenever the terms 
N1 : gl, . . , N,, : CT~ are closed computable terms and iii is a closed instantiation of M by 
computable terms. 
In the following definitions CI has to be chosen as some variable of appropriate type 
in each instance. Define terms Q, by Sz, = Y,(icxa) for cr ground and Q,,, = X22,, and 
define terms Yr) by Yk”) = Sz, and Yz+l) = iz(Yt)a). Then [YOj = u,[Yzj for any 
standard interpretation. 
Now define the syntatic information order 5 as the least relation between terms 
such that 
(i) C?,<M:o and Yg’<Y,, 
(ii) M < M, and 
(iii) if M =$ M’: r~ --t z and N =$ N’: (T then /IctN =$),zN’ and also MN < M’N’. 
Lemma 28 (Plotkin [28], Lemma 3.2). Zf M < N and M + M’ then either M’ 5 N or 
else for some N’, N -+ N’ and M’< N’. 
Proof. By structural induction on M and cases according to why the immediate 
reduction M + M’ takes place. 0 
We include the proof of the following lemma since we are going to extend it to PCF 
with real numbers: 
Lemma 29 (Plotkin [28], Lemma 3.3). Every YDA-term is computable. 
Proof. By structural induction on the formation rules of terms: 
(1) Every variable is computable since any closed instantiation of its by a comput- 
able term is computable. 
(2) Every constant other than the Y,‘s is computable. This is clear for constants of 
ground type. Out of + 1, -1, =O, and if we only consider -1 as an example. It is 
enough to show (- 1) M computable when M is a closed computable term of type N. 
Suppose [( -l)M] = [c]. Th en c = k, for some m and so FM] = m + 1. Therefore as 
Miscomputable,M+*k,+l andso(-l)M+*k,=c. 
(3) If M : CT + z and N: CT are computable, so is the combination MN. If MN is 
closed so are M and N and its computability follows from clause (ii) of the definition of 
computability. If it is open, any closed instantiation L of it by computable terms has 
the form AI? where ii? and fl are closed instantiations of M and N respectively and 
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therefore themselves computable, which in turn implies the computability of L and 
hence of MN. 
(4) If M : z is computable, so is the abstraction AaM. It is enough to show that the 
ground term LN1 ... N, is computable when N1 , . . . , N,, are closed computable terms 
and L is a closed instantiation of AaM by computable terms. Here L must have the 
form ki?i where fi is an instantiation of all free variables of M, except a, by closed 
computable terms. If [LNl ... N,,j = [ICI, then we have [[N,/a]fiN2 ... N,,j = 
[LNl ... Nnl = [cl. But [N,/a]fi is computable and so too therefore is A?N, ... N,,. 
Therefore LN1 ... N, -+ [N,/a]aN, ... N, -+* c, as required. 
(5) Each Y, is computable. It is enough to prove Y,Nr ... Nk is computable when 
Ni, . . . . Nk are closed computable terms and Y,N1 ... Nk is ground. Suppose 
[YNi ... Nkj = [cl. Since [Y,,lj = u, [Yin, [Y’“‘N, ... NJ = [Tcj for some n. Since 
[sZ,]l = I for c ground, 52, is computable for CJ ground. From this and (l), (3), and (4) 
proved above it follows that every Q, and Yr) is computable. Therefore 
Y’“‘N, ... Nk -+* c and so, by Lemma 28, YNi ... Nk +* c, concluding the proof. 0 
This lemma extends to the languages 9 rA and ZPA +3. It suffices to show that pif 
and 3 are computable, with respect to appropriate reduction rules. 
4.2. The programming language PCF’ 
We let 9 range over the languages _%‘nA, dPpA and 9PA+3, and 9’ denote the 
extension of A? with a new ground type I and the following new constants: 
(i) cons, : I --f I 
(ii) tail, : I + I 
(iii) head, : I -+ T 
(iv) pif, : (T, I, I, I) 
for each nonbottom a E 3 with distinct rational end-points and each rational r E (0,l). 
We refer to the ground type I as the real number type, and to programs of real number 
type as real programs. 
4.2.1. Denotational semantics 
We let DI = .Y and we extend the standard interpretation A? of 9 to 9” by 
(i) d [cons,] = cons, 
(ii) d[tail,] = tail, 
(iii) & [head,] = head,. 
(iv) & [pif,]pxy = pif p then x else y 
4.2.2. Operational semantics 
We extend the immediate reduction relation -+ of 9 to 9” by the following rules: 
(i) cons,(consbM) + consObM 
(ii) tail,(consbM) + YconsL if b < a 
(iii) tail,(conq,M) + YconsR ifbaa 
(iv) tail,(consb M) -+ consbirr M if a E b and a # b 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
(xi) 
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tail&on%M) + co%, b)ia(tailfau b)/b”) 
ifazb,a$b,b$a,b$a,andagb 
head,(cons,M) + tt if a < Y 
head,(cons,M) + ff if a > r 
pif tt MN ---f M, pif IT MN --f N 
pif L(cons, M) (COllS,N) + 
COnSon b(pif L(COW,(onb)M) (ConSbl(nmb) WI 
ifanb#I 
N-+N’ 
MN + MN’ 
if M is cons,, tail,, head,. or pif 
M-M’ N+N’ 
pifLM -+ pifLM’ pifLMN -+ pifLMN’ 
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These rules are well-defined by virtue of Lemma 3 and because the extra conditions on 
them which are not present in Lemma 21 ensure that no bottom elements and no 
maximal elements are produced as subscripts of cons or tail. It may seem that there is 
a missing self-evident reduction rule for tail,, namely the rule tail,(cons, M) + M; see 
the remark after Lemma 35. 
Notice that the immediate reduction rules for the parallel conditional are nondeter- 
ministic. The following lemma shows that this nondeterminism does not produce 
inconsistencies: 
Lemma 30. M -+ N implies [M](p) = INn(p) all terms M and N and any environ- 
ment p. 
Proof. This is true for the language 9, and remains true for the extended language Zr 
by virtue of Lemma 21. q 
The partial map Eva1 on programs M of truth-value and natural number type is 
defined in the same way as for 9’. It is well-defined by virtue of Lemma 30, because no 
two different constants have the same interpretation. We extend Eva1 to a multi- 
valued map on real programs M by 
Eval(M) = {a E 91 M +*cons,M’ for some M’}; 
that is, a E Eval(M) iff M has a head-normal form cons,M’. 
4.2.3. Soundness of the operational semantics 
Lemma 31. For all real programs M, a E Eval(M) implies a c [Ml. 
Proof. By Lemma 30, if M +* cons,M’ then [M] = [cons,M’] = a[M’]. Therefore 
a L [TM], because the information order on partial numbers coincides with the prefix 
preorder. 0 
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Theorem 32 (Soundness). For any real program M, 
u Eval(M) E [[Ml 
Proof. The join exists because [M7] is an upper bound of the set Eval(M). Therefore 
the result follows from Lemma 31. 0 
4.2.4. Completeness of the operational semantics 
By virtue of Lemma 31, for any real program M we have Eval(M) is empty if 
[TM] = 1. The following theorem states a stronger form of the converse: 
Theorem 33 (Completeness). For any real program M, 
u Eval(M) z [M] 
Proof. Lemma 35 below. 0 
The soundness and completeness properties in the sense of Theorems 32 and 33 can be 
referred together as the Adequacy Property. 
Theorem 34. PCF extended with real numbers enjoys the Adequacy Property. 
The recursive definitions given in Examples 18, 19,20, 24 and 25 give rise to PCF 
programs in the obvious way. It would be a formidable task to syntactically prove the 
correctness of the resulting programs by appealing to the operational semantics given 
by the reduction rules. However, a mathematical proof of the correctness of a recur- 
sive definition allows us to conclude that the induced programs indeed produce 
correct results, via an application of the Adequacy Theorem. In fact, this is the point of 
denotational semantics. 
We extend the inductive definition of the predicates Comp, by the following 
clause: 
A real program M has property Comp, if for every nonbottom partial number 
x 6 [Ml (as close to [TM] as we please) there is some a E Eval(M) with x E a. 
If we read the relation x << y as “x is a piece of information about y” then the above 
definition says that a real program is computable if every piece of information about 
its value can be produced in a finite number of reduction steps. 
The domain-theoretic justification for continuity of computable functions is that it 
is a finiteness condition [29,32,35,36]; a function f is continuous if a finite amount of 
information about f(x) depends only on a finite amount of information about x. The 
continuity of a domain, which amounts to its way-below relation being well-behaved, 
gives us a general and abstract framework for consistently talking about “pieces of 
information”. Then it should come as no surprise that Lemma 35 makes essential use 
of the way-below relation and of the continuity of the primitive functions. 
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The following lemma, which extends Lemma 29, establishes the Completeness 
Theorem: 
Lemma 35. Every term is computable. 
Proof. It suffices to extend the inductive proof of Lemma 29. We have to: 
(i) slightly modify the proof for the case of abstractions, because it mentions 
constants and we have added new constants; 
(ii) extend the proof of computability of the terms Y, to the new types; and 
(iii) show that the new constants arc computable. 
(i) If M is c~m~utuble so is kxM: It is enough to show that the ground term 
LNi ... LN,, is computable when N,, . . . , N,, are closed computable terms and L is 
a closed instantiation of 3LaM by computable terms. Here L must have the form A&$ 
where fi is an instantiation of all free variables of M, except a, by closed computable 
terms. Since [N%/a]M is computable, so is [N,/ct]MNz ... Ne. Since LNI ... N,$ -+ 
[N, /CX] fiN2 ... N, and the reduction relation preserves meaning, in order to evaluate 
LN1 ... N, it suffices to evaluate [N,/a]MN, ... N,. 
(ii) Y, is computable for all new types: In order to prove that Y, is computable for 
all new types it suffices to show that the term Yfo,,,.,.,,&V1 ... Nk is computable 
whenever Nr : G 1, . . . , N;: : (TV are closed computable terms. 
It follows from (i) above that the terms YF’ are computable for all new types, 
because the proof of computability of Y$” for old types depends only on the fact that 
variables are computable and that the combination and abstraction formation rules 
preserve computability. 
The syntactic information order =$ on dip extends to .5@, and Lemma 28 is easily 
seen to remain true by a routine extension of its inductive proof. 
Let x 4 [YNi ... Nkj be a nonbottom partial number. By a basic property of 
the way-below relation of any continuous dcpo, there is some n such that 
x < [Y(“‘N, ... NkJ, because [[Yj = u,[Y(“‘J. Since Y(“) is computable, there is a 
c E Eval(Y’“)N, ... Nk) with x r <‘. Since there is a term M with 
Y’“‘N, . . . Nk +* cons,M and Y@) < Y, it follows from Lemma 28 that 
YN1 ‘.. Nk +* cons,M for some M and therefore c E Eval(YN1 ... Nk). 
(iii) The new constants are computable: In order to prove that one of the new 
constants c is computable it s&ices to show that if M, , . . . , Mn are closed computable 
terms such that CM, . . . M” has real number type, then CM, . . M,, is computable. 
(iii) (a) cons, is computable: Let M be a computable real program and let 
x 4 [cons,Mj = a[[Ml be a nonbottom partial number. We have to produce 
c E Eval(cons,M) with x G c. Let b + [A4J with x + ab. If b = _L then we can take 
c = a. atherwise let b’ f EvalfM) with b F b’. Then we can take c = ab’, because 
cons, M -+* cons,(consb~ &I’) + cons&M’ for some M’. 
(iii)(b) tail, is computable: Let M be a computable real program and let 
y < [tail,MQ = tail,([Mj) b e a nonbottom partial number. We have to produce 
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c E Eval(tail,M) with y E c. Since tail, is continuous, there is some x < [Ml such that 
y 4 tail,(x). Let b E Eval(M) with x EZ b. It follows that b !$ a, because y # _L and if b i= a 
then y 6 tail,(x) r tail,(b) r tail&) = 1. Then exactly one of the following four cases holds: 
(tl) b < a 
(t2) a d b 
(t3) a c b 
(t4) a 1: b, a $ b, b fi a, and a 6 b 
which have the following proofs: 
(tlf In this case tail,M -+* tail,(consbM’) -+ YconsL for some M’. Hence 
y * [failaM] = O[YconsJ. Since Ycons L is a computable term, there is some 
c E Eval(YconsL) G Eval(tail,M) with y E c. 
(t2) This case is handled similarly. 
(t3) Since x c b, we have that tail,(x) E tail,(b) = b/a, and since y c tail,(x), we have 
that y c: b/a. Therefore we can take c = b/a, because t&M -+* tail,(cooq,M’) --+ 
cons~,~~’ for some M’. 
(t4) Since x c b, we have that tail,(x) r tail,(b) = (a u b)/u, and since y G tail,(x), we 
have that y&z (au b)/a. Therefore we can take c = (au b)/a, because 
tail,M --+* tail=(eons~M’)) -+cons~sub),a(tail~nub)ibM’) for some M’. 
(iii) (c) head, is computable: Assume that [head,MJi = head,( [[Ma) # I for a com- 
putable real program M. Then there is an x 6 [MI] such that either x < r or else x > r, 
because head, is continuous. Let c E EvaI with x r: c. Then either c < r or else 
c > r. Hence there is some M’ such that either head,M -+* head,(cons,M’) + tt or else 
head, M --+* head,(cons, M’) -+ ff respectively. Therefore if x < r then Eval(head, M) = 
tt and if x > r then Eval(head,M) = C 
(iii> (d) pif is com~u~ub~e: It suffices to show that pifLMN is computable whenever 
[LJ = 1. and M and N are computable programs, because the case O[t] $1 _L is 
immediate. Let x 4 ~pif~M~~. Then x 6 [Ml n [NJ. Hence x + [Ma and x < [NJ. 
Let UE Eval(M) and b E Eval(N) with xca and x&b. Then xLanb 
and an b E Eval(pifLMN), because pifLMN +* pifL,(cons,M) (consJV) -+ 
eons,,,(pifl(eons,,in,,,M)(eons,,,,,,,N)). 17 
The proof for tail, implicitly shows that a reduction rule tail,(cons,M) + M 
would be useless. This can be explicitly explained as follows. If M denotes I, 
so does ~il=(cons~M). Hence there is no point in reducing ta~(cons=~) before 
reducing M to a head-normal form. If M has a head-normal form consEM’, 
then tail=(cons~M) reduces to tail~{cons~=M’), which in turn reduces to cons,M’. 
In practice, however, this rule (and possibly more rules) can be included for efficiency 
reasons. 
4.3. The programming language PCF” 
We let .5FR denote the extension of Z1 with a new ground type R and the following 
new constants: 
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(i) rrcons, : R -+ R 
(ii) ricons, : I + R 
(iii) irtail, : R + I 
(iv) rhead, : R + T 
(4 pif, : CT, R, R, R) 
for each a E S? with distinct rational end-points and each rational number r. 
We let DR = 9?‘I and we extend the standard interpretation .01 of _Y’l to 9’ in the 
obvious way: 
(i) d [rrcons,] = rrcons, 
(ii) d [ricons,] = ricons, 
(iii) & [irtail,] = irtail, 
(iv) s$ [rhead,]x = rhead, 
(v) .d [pif,jpxy = pifp then x else y 
The reduction rules for _YR are given by Lemma 26, with the same restrictions as 
for the reduction rules for 9’. The Computability Lemma 35 and the Adequacy 
Theorem 34 routinely generalize to 9’. 
4.4. Canonical evaluation 
Although we have that for all real programs M and N, 
[Ml = [IN] iff UEval(M) = UEval(N), 
it is not the case that [M] = [[IV] iff Eval(M) = Eval(N). (But [Ml = IN] iff Eval(M) 
and Eval(N) are cofinal.) Moreover, Eval(M) may contain some intentional informa- 
tion. For example, suppose that a program M : I denotes l/2. Then it can be the case 
that Eval(M) contains L (take M = COns~(YCOnsR)). In this case we can observe that 
[M] d l/2, h’ h w K 1s certainly not an observable property of l/2 [l, 35,36,38]. In fact, 
this property is not observable in the evaluation of all programs denoting l/2 (the 
program M = Ycons, is a counterexample). 
Both problems can be solved by hiding the intentional information contained in 
Eval(M) as follows. Add an immediate reduction rule 
cons, M + consb(consGlb M) if b c a and b # a, 
and define a strong head-normal form to be a real program of the form cons,(consb M) 
with 0 < b < 1. It follows that a real program M has a strong head-normal form 
cons,(cons,M’) iff a < [M], because a < x iff there is some b such that 0 < b < 1 and 
ah c x. Now, for all real programs M, define 
Eval’(M) = {a E 9 1 M has a strong head-normal form cons,(consbM’))I. 
With this definition it is immediate that UEval’(M) = UEval(M) and 
[IM] = [N] iff Eval’(M) = Eval’(N), 
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because 
Eval’(A4) = {u E 4 1 a + [M] and a has distinct rational end-points}. 
It is also possible to show that, for any standard enumeration of the rational 
numbers, the set Eval’(M) is recursively enumerable. Recall that an enumerational 
rO,rl ,..., r, ,... of the rational numbers is standard if there are recursive maps 
s,p,q: N + N such that 
and recall that the basic operations and predicates on rational numbers are recursive 
with respect to any standard enumeration. In order to prove that Eval’(M) is 
recursively enumerable it is necessary to assign Giidel numbers to terms and show 
that the reflexive and transitive closure of the immediate reduction relation is recur- 
sively enumerable with respect to the Giidel numbering. 
In practice we do not need this modification, because the intentional information 
present in Eval(A4) is not accessible within the language. In fact, it is even desirable to 
shorten the set Eval(M); see the subsection below. 
4.5. Deterministic evaluation 
By imposing a strategy on the application of the reduction rules, it is possible to 
eliminate the nondeterminism and turn Eval(M) into a finite or infinite sequence with 
the partial number [Ml as its iterated concatenation, for any real program M. We 
omit the details; but see below. For efficiency reasons, any practical functional 
programming language for exact real number computation based on the above ideas 
should have its evaluation implemented in this way. 
The papers [8] and [22] give practical and theoretical explanations for the need of 
nondeterministic or parallel features in real number computation when we do not 
allow intentional operations. Notice that Bishop and Brides [6] need an intentional 
operation in order to do constructive analysis, even for defining the basic operations 
on real numbers. 
The above strategy eliminates the nondeterminism of evaluation at the cost of 
simulating the parallel evaluation of the condition and the branches of the parallel 
conditional, until either the condition becomes true or false, or else both branches 
become a head-normal form. Perhaps it is possible to make use of abstract interpreta- 
tion [2] in order to eliminate some instances of the parallelism. 
5. Concluding remarks and further work 
A useful extension of PCF with real numbers should be fully abstract and have all 
computable elements and functions definable. In [43] it is shown that 9’FA+3 has all 
computable elements and functions definable, and hence is fully abstract. Our notion 
of computability is taken from [34]. 
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Such an extension has been used to mechanize the ideas presented in [lo-121 on 
domain-theoretic real number computation in measure and integration theory, and 
fractal geometry. In an ongoing joint work with Edalat [13], we have shown that it is 
relatively easy to extend the language presented in this paper with a primitive for 
Riemann integration, by using the methods presented in [ 111. We are also investigat- 
ing methods for handling the more general theory of integration presented in lot. cit. 
within the language introduced in this paper. 
Although such an approach to exact real number computation may seem to 
produce inefficient programs, it nevertheless provides a theoretical tool to prove 
computability without resorting to awkward indexings or representations. Recall that 
we do not need to know the operational semantics of the language in order to 
program in it, although it may be desirable to know it in order to obtain efficient 
programs. Once we know how to solve a problem theoretically, we can proceed to 
translate the solution to a real-life programming imperatice language. Moreover, we 
do think that it is possible to extend real-lifefunctional programming languages such 
as Haskell. Miranda, ML [S, 271 with a relatively efficient treatment of real numbers 
based on continuous words, so that the theoretical solution can be readily used in 
practice. In such an approach it is desirable to include the basic arithmetic operations 
and other usual functions occurring in analysis as primitive. 
In an even more practical approach, we can restrict ourselves to the partial real 
numbers with floating-point end-points. But we cannot hope for Theorem 33 to hold, 
due to the presence of round-off errors (equivalently, due to the fact that there are 
finitely many floating-point numbers). Nevertheless, any produced result is guaran- 
teed to be a correct partial realization of the ideal result. We emphasize that the best 
produced result can be worse than the best machine representable partial realization, 
this time due to round-off errors alone. Moreover, two distinct programs with the 
same value can concretely evaluate to distinct partial realizations of their ideal value, 
again due to round-off errors. In fact the (correct) restriction of the concatenation 
operation to floating-point partial numbers does not satisfy the associativity property; 
it only satisfies the subassociativity law (xy)z c .x(vz), in such a way that the funda- 
mental computation rule cons,(cons,(x)) --) cons,h(x) introduces information loss. 
Such an implementation of PCF extended with real numbers is close to the ideas 
presented in [25]. Notice that Interval Analysis as introduced in lot. cit. remains an 
active area of research. 
Since Automata Theory is based on monoids of words, it seems plausible that the 
monoid of continuous words could also be used to generalize automata to real 
numbers in a natural way. 
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